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Writing and reading of single magnetic domain per bit perpendicular
patterned media
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By fabricating patterned media with a large number of nanoscale single domain magnetic particles
embedded in a nonmagnetic substrate, and by writing the magnetization for each of these particles
in a desired direction, nonvolatile magnetic storage of information could reach densities much
higher than what is currently thought possible for longitudinal continuous media. We have
fabricated high aspect ratio perpendicular nickel columnar nanoparticles embedded in a hard
Al2O3/GaAs substrate. We show that the magnetization states of the individual magnets can be
controlled by demonstrating that prototype patterned ‘‘single magnetic domain per bit’’ data tracks
can be written and read back using current magnetic information storage technology. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~99!00717-2#
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Current commercial magnetic disk data storage den
employing a continuous film and a longitudinal bit format
at ;5 Gbits/in.2. Extensive recent theoretical analysis1,2 sup-
ports ;40 Gbits/in.2, but casts severe doubts on achievi
stable storage at densities of 100 Gbits/in.2 due to the therma
instability of the distribution in size of the individual mag
netic grains which behave as superparamagnetic parti
Two high density magnetic storage schemes, both base
lithographically defined single domain magnet arrays, h
been proposed to solve the superparamagnetic limit prob
For practical media these designs must maintain the ne
sary signal to noise ratio, while avoiding the onset of t
superparamagnetic limit for areal densities beyond 1
Gbits/in.2.

In the longitudinal patterned single domain per bit st
age format,3 the magnetic medium is comprised of litho
graphically defined longitudinal single domain thin fil
magnetic elements. The fabrication, magne
characterization,4,5 and manipulation of these types of ma
nets with local magnetic probes6–8 have been demonstrate
and research is currently being conducted to better un
stand their physical properties and improve the crystal
anisotropy. The second proposed design for patterned si
magnetic domain per bit storage is the perpendicular vers
where the particle long axis is oriented perpendicular to
medium surface.9 In this ‘‘patterned media’’ format, the
magnetization direction along the easy axis of each in
vidual single domain particle represents the ‘‘1’’ or ‘‘0’’ o
the stored data bit. The fabrication and characterization
arrays of individual magnetic single domain columnar p
ticles with a size and spacing that will support bit densities
;100 Gbits/in.2 have been demonstrated.9–11 The effects of
local magnetic probes on these particles have b
observed,12 but effective nonvolatile magnetic storage i
cluding controlled writing has not yet been demonstrated

Recent effort has gone into the fabrication and char
terization of structures compatible with current commerc
technology.13,14 Sensing of the magnetic fields from sing
domain particles by a commercial magnetoresistive sen
2510003-6951/99/74(17)/2516/3/$15.00
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has been previously demonstrated,15 however, it was discov-
ered that the fields from the current in the read sensor w
switching the particle magnetization during the reading p
cess, thereby eliminating any possibility of reliable nond
structive data storage.15 In this letter, we demonstrate th
successful writing and reading of individual high aspect ra
single domain particles, using a commercial inductive a
magnetoresistive head, respectively, thereby demonstra
model patterned media data tracks. This demonstra
bridges the gap between the fabrication of patterned me
and its potential application in today’s magnetic recordi
industry by using current read/write technology.

After reexamining previous fabrication techniques, w
have focused on improving the coercivity of single doma
particles by increasing their aspect ratio and therefore t
shape anisotropy.16 The procedure for the fabrication of hig
aspect ratio nickel columns is schematically shown in Fig
We use vector scanned electron beam lithography to de
our structures on the poly~methylmethacrylate! ~PMMA!
coated AlAs/GaAs substrate. After development in a 3
cellulose–methanol mixture, the square array of dots is t
transferred into the AlAs/GaAs substrate using Cl2 assisted
ion beam etching. Once the holes in the GaAs substrate
defined, wet thermal oxidation follows immediately to co
vert AlAs into Al2O3. This robust Al2O3 layer then acts as an
etch mask for further chemically assisted ion beam etch
~CAIBE! to amplify the dot array pattern into the GaAs su
strate in the perpendicular direction. This process takes
vantage of the highly selective etching and masking prop
ties of GaAs and Al2O3, respectively, and allows us to crea
high aspect ratio holes in the substrate. The etched holes
then filled with nickel using electroplating, resulting in sing
domain magnetic particles embedded in the GaAs subst
Finally, overplated nickel mushrooms are removed by p
ishing, which creates a smooth surface for further magn
analysis. A scanning electron microscope image of
square array of empty holes in Al2O3 before plating, and the
same array filled with nickel single domain particles,
shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, respectively. The columns ar
6 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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170 nm in diameter, approximately 900 nm high, and 2mm
apart. In Fig. 2~c!, we show a 12mm312mm scan of the
same sample, imaged using magnetic force microscopy.17

We use the technique of scanning magnetoresistance
croscopy~SMRM!18 to evaluate whether perpendicular pa
terned media can be read and written with current tech
ogy. In this technique, a commercial magnetoresistive h
is raster scanned in contact over the sample mounted
high-resolution linearized piezoelectric scanning stage.
magnetoresistive sensor used in this work has a width of
mm, with shield spacing of 240 nm, while the poles of t
write element are 200 nm apart and 2.2mm wide. The
SMRM as well as the current magnetic disk storage tech
ogy, requires that the sample surface be robust and smo
both of which are satisfied by our sample fabrication. W
orient the sample so that the square array of columns i
45° to the SMRM scan direction, in order to maximize t
separation between the particles that we attempt to read
write. Magnetoresistive bias current of 7 mA was used in
the SMRM images presented in this letter. In all the imag
the columns appear as stripes due to the finite width of
magnetoresistive read sensor.

Figure 3 is a collection of images demonstrating that
model single column per bit patterned media data tracks
be controllably written, and then read using commercial
ductive write and magnetoresistive read elements, res
tively. For writing, we use the perpendicular components
the fringing field from the write element poles to orient t
columns in the desired direction. A current of 5 mA throu

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the fabrication procedure of high aspect
nickel columns embedded in an Al2O3 /GaAs substrate.
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the write element is sufficient to switch the magnetization
the columns. Six different configurations of three adjac
tracks are shown. In Fig. 3~a!, the columns in all three track
are oriented in the up direction and appearing white, while
Fig. 3~b!, all are in the down direction and appearing blac
These two images demonstrate that the columns can h
two magnetic states and can be read nondestructively. In
3~c!, the columns in the center track are all in the up sta
while the columns in the side tracks are in the down sta
The next three images show patterns with more realistic
pearance of patterned media data tracks. In Fig. 3~d!, the
center track has every third magnetic domain written
while the side tracks have all the columns written dow
Figure 3~e! shows the center track with columns written
an alternating up/down sequence, while the side tracks ar
down. In Fig. 3~f!, all three tracks are written in the alterna

io

FIG. 2. SEM images of~a! an array of etched holes in Al2O3 /GaAs before
electroplating nickel~left! and a 103 enlargement of one of the etched hole
~right!, ~b! the same array filled with nickel by electroplating~left! and a
103 enlargement of one of the plated nickel columns~right!. A
12mm312mm magnetic force microscopy image of the array is shown
part ~c!.
 license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. A collection of SMRM images, demonstrating controllable writing of single column per bit perpendicular patterned media data tracks, is s
the left side. The line scans of the center data tracks are shown on the right side.
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ing up/down sequence. The single line scans, next to e
gray scale image, show the magnetoresistive voltage si
from the center data track configuration. These voltages
resent the read-back signal that would be used for fur
signal processing and data retrieval in a patterned media
age system.

The signal amplitude is an order of magnitude sma
than typically observed in continuous thin film magnetic
cording systems. This is expected, since the effective m
netic charge of a single magnetic domain that the sen
detects is approximately an order of magnitude smaller t
the effective magnetic charge that the larger~i.e., 2mm! data
tracks provide.15 Simulations of the magnetoresistive sens
spatial response using the Potter approximation19 agree well
with the linewidth of the signal that we observe. The sign
amplitude is dependent on the distance between the ma
toresistive sensor and the column surface, and the varia
that we observe corresponds to a 20 nm height differen
which is to be expected in our SMRM experimental arran
ment. We believe that we are observing the near maxim
value of the signal that is theoretically expected from a u
formly magnetized single domain particle, based on the
fective magnetic charge comparison. Since the magn
field sensors used in the magnetic storage industry are
tinually advancing towards higher sensitivities and sma
track widths, the work that we present here will be acco
ingly scaled to the smaller diameter columns in the futur
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